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Minutes Join the network meeting, 13 October 2020 

EUPHA Digital Heath section (EUPHA-DH) 

 
 
 
The EUPHA DH-Section Join the Network meeting was organised virtually in the context of the 16th 

World Congress on Public Health. It was attended by over 40 delegates, both members and non-
members of the Section. The Section President Anna Odone and the Vice-President Stefan Buttigieg 
welcomed all participants and presented the general aim, specific objectives, mission and vision of 
the Section. Then, the Section President presented relevant activities carried out in the previous 
months (presentations attached as an annex), with particular reference to: 
 

§ EJPH Supplement on Digital Public Health 
§ Conceptual framework for public health digitalization in Europe 
§ Participation in EC E-Health stakeholder group 
§ Participation in DISH Consortium  
§ Partnership with EPHA (EUPHA-EPHA joint statement) 
§ Scientific publications 
§ Public health response to the COVID-19 emergency 

 
A round of participants’ introductions followed. Attendants presented their role and interests in 
digital public health. There were stimulating contributions and interactions from the audience, that 
included, among others: Dilek Aslan, from Ankara, Turkey, interested in the digital revolution but not 
yet member of the section; Tiba K, currently working as PH doctor involved in COVID-19 response, 
which allowed him to understand the importance of applying digital tools in PH; Juan Rachadel, 
resident in PH in Portugal, interested in DH; Leonor Bacelor Nicolau, data scientist from Lisbon, 
working on social media efficacy and cost-effectiveness assessment; Alexander Degelsegger, PH 
worker in digital innovation; Luis Lapao, whose contribution underlined the importance of 
digitalization in any sector of healthcare. 
 
Following the discussion and the brainstorming, Anthony Staines (DH Section Steering Committee 
member and 14th EPH Conference Co-chair) presented the main topics for the upcoming 14th EPH 
Conference and called for collaboration and input on DH-related content within the conference. 
Conclusions focused on future plans (2021 Steering Committee, Media and science monitoring, 
digital public health action at the European-level) and events. 
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Digital Health

Join the 
Network!
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Overview

• Welcome and Introduce
• Let’s get to know each other
• Objectives of the section
• What have we done so far?
• What are the future 

activities?
• How can you get involved?

#WCPH2020
@euphadh
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Presentations 

University of Pavia
Pavia, Italy
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Objectives of the section

• Aim of a EUPHA Section
• Role within EUPHA 
• Role on behalf of EUPHA
• Role FOR members
• Role OF members
• Going global 

RESEARCH – ADVOCACY – POLICY – PRACTICE - EDUCATION

EUPHA Sections
EUPHA encourages the 
creation of sections for 
specific public health themes, 
which are international and 
open to all public health 
experts. The goal is to bring 
together researchers, 
policymakers and practitioners 
working in the same field for 
knowledge sharing and 
capacity building
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We want digital solutions to serve PH
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Content and methods

• Founding principles
• Definitions

• Literature review and consultations with expert
• Conceptual Framework
• Strategic pillars for a successful European strategy for 

public health digitalization 
• The role of EUPHA 
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Content and methods

• Founding principles
• Definitions

• Literature review and consultations with expert
• Conceptual Framework
• Strategic pillars for a successful European strategy for 

public health digitalization 
• The role of EUPHA 
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The Added Value Of Digitalization For Public Health:
Digital features which bolster public health action
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Conceptual framework
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Text

Slide subject: 
Specific

Co-funded by the Erasmus+ 
Programme

of the European Union 
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What are the future activities?

• Setting up of steering 
committee
• Get more people involved 

and set up working groups
• Increase visibility and 

academic contributions
• Policy-level Contributions
• Look for Multi-disciplinary 

partnerships
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How can you get involved?
• Reach out to us

• Anna Odone – email
• Stefan Buttigieg – email

• Register your interest on the EUPHA 
Database

• Launch of Social Channels
• Involvement in Steering Committee

• Communication Lead
• Events Lead
• Policy Lead
• EUPHANxt Representative
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Discussion
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